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Scope

- International, open access, electronic peer-reviewed journal covering the full spectrum of applications of Telemedicine and eHealth
- One of the instruments that helps the International Society for Telemedicine and eHealth (ISfTeH) to realize its mission

Accepts

Original research papers & Critical reviews
Preliminary reports on all aspects of eHealth including informatics

Where

Home page: \url{http://www.jisfteh.org/}
Through the home page at the ISfTeH: \url{http://www.isfteh.org/}

How

Register and Log in (free)
Step 1: Choose journal section; submission checklist
Step 2-4: Upload submission; Enter metadata & Upload supplementary files
Step 5: Confirmation of submission

Time

Review in less than four weeks
As soon as papers are finally accepted and have undergone copy-editing, they are posted online

User friendly

Journal content is searchable by issue, author, title, keywords and phrases

For whom

Vast audience – healthcare providers and other stakeholders, eHealth specialists (HI, telehealth, education and elearning, ecommerce), decision makers, experts in telecommunications technology, research and development specialists, vendors, patients, students, etc. Anyone with an interest or role in eHealth will find the Journal of interest and value.

Experience of > 50 countries revealed in published papers and abstracts in 2013